COVID-19
Carr Allison has established a coronavirus response team to help our
clients address concerns about COVID-19 and their employees. Our
team members are ready to help.
Contact a member of our COVID-19 Response Team or your
Workers' Comp Team

with your questions.

Is COVID-19 compensable if the employee
alleges to have contracted the virus at work?
Key Information
Alabama

•

The word “disease” is generally defined as a serious disorder that has
impaired the constitution or left in its wake some organic or chronic effect that
has undermined an employee’s general health. This is a broad definition that
is not limited to classically recognized diseases. The Courts have found that
the term “disease” excludes temporary disorders that do not leave chronic
effects on the employees. This exclusion removes ordinary colds, sniffles,
and other routine illness that employees incur from time to time. An
occupational exposure that only temporarily aggravates an employee’s
peculiar allergic condition and does not permanently sensitize the respiratory
pathways likewise falls outside the definition of “disease.”

•

By definition, the employee must establish that the disease resulted from
prolonged exposure to normal working conditions. The disease will be
covered only if caused by hazards, in excess of those ordinarily incident to
employment in general and different in character from those found in the
general run of occupations. Finally, to be occupational, the disease must
arise out of and in the course of employment.

•

The issue with analyzing compensability for the coronavirus right now is that
we know so little about it. Can they really say right now whether the
employees got the disease while in the USA or another country?

•

We researched caselaw in Alabama as relates to flu and other communicable
diseases and did not really find any cases on point. All of the occupational
disease cases deal with exposure to a substance or something particular to
that company, not a generic type of exposure to a disease outbreak. We
think that if the coronavirus continues on the path that we are seeing in other
countries, it will be impossible for an employee to prove that he or she got the
disease at work versus somewhere else.

•

An employee could have just as easily have gotten the virus from a family
member at home, someone in Wal-Mart, etc.
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Contact the MSA Department
Contact the Labor/Employment
Department

Your WC Team
Coverage Map
WC Cheat Sheet
WC Go Team
COVID-19 Response Team
COVID-19 Resource Page
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